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一、 單題測驗：(每題 2分) 

(   ) 1. Our teacher is         and her husband is a successful businessman. 

(A) married  (B) worried   (C) useful   (D) mad 

(   ) 2. Studying        has always been Mary’s dream since she was a college student.  At last, her dream has come true. 

(A) above  (B) abroad  (C) over   (D) onto 

(   ) 3. The little girl couldn’t       the book on the top of the shelf. 

(A) research   (B) reach  (C) review   (D) record 

(   ) 4. Mom always tells me to keep my bedroom clean and       . 

(A) thick   (B) slim  (C) tidy   (D) messy 

(   ) 5. Miss Lin is a teacher with much love and        .  All her students respect her a lot. 

(A) note   (B) sight    (C) culture    (D) patience 

(   ) 6. Though my cellphone doesn’t have as many         as my father’s, I think it’s useful enough. 

       (A) foreigners   (B) functions   (C) customers    (D) pockets 

(   ) 7. Mr. Chen is the shopkeeper of the shopping mall.  He always has lots of business to       every day. 

       (A) filled with   (B) hear of   (C) come up with   (D) deal with 

(   ) 8. My grandma can’t see very clearly.  So we gave her a cellphone with a big        as her birthday gift. 

       (A) wallet   (B) square   (C) screen   (D) scooter  

(   ) 9. If you don’t know how to stydy well, you can ask your teachers.  They are always      . 

       (A) helpful   (B) thankful   (C) colorful   (D) peaceful 

(   ) 10. We will talk about our school fair at our class       . 

       (A) member   (B) midium   (C) meeting  (D) meaning 

(   ) 11. When the police arrived, the thief         away. 

       (A) has run   (B) is running   (C) is run    (D) had run 

(   ) 12. Many of my classmates are having trouble       which senior high school to get into. 

       (A) choose   (B) choosing   (C) to choose   (D) chose 

(   ) 13. Bill told his mom that he        very well for the final exam, but he got very poor grades. 

       (A) has prepared   (B) had prepared   (C) is prepared   (D) was prepared 

(   ) 14. Do you know how         the first animal sign? 

       (A) the rat become   (B) did the rat become   (C) the rat became   (D) had the rat become 

(   ) 15. It       that the one who got the best grade would win the honor. 

       (A) decides   (B) has decided   (C) had decided   (D) was decided 

(   ) 16. Susan was worried about the running race because she         a poor runner. 

       (A) is always   (B) has always been   (C) had always been   (D) had always being 

(   ) 17. It is important for us        different cultures. 

(A) respect  (B) respecting  (C) to respect  (D) respected        

(   ) 18. Taking so many tests every day       us nervous and tired. 

       (A) make  (B) makes  (C) to make  (D) have made 

(   ) 19. Over 100 million copies of the book        around the world . 

        (A) have sold   (B) has been sold    (C) have been sold   (D) is sold 

(   ) 20. What        ！ 

(A) interesting it is   (B) amazing building   (C) wonderful the world is   (D) a stupid idea 

(   ) 21. Of the two pairs of the jeans, the blue one is        . 

        (A) cheaper    (B) the cheaper   (C) cheapest   (D) the cheapest  

(   ) 22. The chair is       than a bottle of cola. 

        (A) very light   (B) a little light    (C) very lighter   (D) even lighter 

(   ) 23. The lemon is as        as a watermelon. 

        (A) large  (B) larger   (C) the larger   (D) the largest 

(   ) 24. Kevin sings       of all. 

        (A) bad  (B) worse   (C) the badly  (D) worst 



(   ) 25. The pig jumps higher than       .  

        (A) the kid is   (B) him does   (C) she does   (D) you are 

(   ) 26. Neither we nor Nick        email every day. 

        (A) send   (B) sends   (D) is sent   (D) are sent 

(   ) 27. Both they and Mike       too much time on cellphones. 

        (A) spend   (B) spends   (C) take   (D) cost 

(   ) 28. I didn’t tidy myroom, and        . 

(A) my sister did, either  (B) neither did my sister   (C) my sister didn’t, too  (D) neither didn’t my sister 

(   ) 29. Mr. Wang has two sons.        of them works as a firefighter. 

        (A) One   (B) Two   (C) Both  (D) Every 

(   ) 30. We were asked by our teacher        the test in thirty minutes. 

(A) finish  (B) finishing  (C) to finish  (D) to be finished 

 

二、題組測驗: (每題 2 分) 

(一)  What is an iPad?  People   31.   about it since last year.  Now, we have the chance   32.    what it really is.  In January   

   2010, Steve Jobs, the CEO of Apple Inc., showed it to the world.    33.   the *multimedia touch screen, iPad looks like a wider  

and  *flatter iPhone.  It is only 1.27 cm  34.    and weighs 700 grams.  Users can view more websites at a time   35.   ever  

before and search for the websites by keywords. 

      One thing is for sure:  Life can be more colorful with an iPad.  People can use it   36.   email, watch videos, play games,  

surf the Internet, *organize photos, download e-books.  It is “like having the Internet in the *palm of your hands,” said Jobs. 

 

   *multimedia 多媒體   *flat 平的   *organize 組織   *palm 手掌 

 

(   )31. (A) hear   (B) heard    (C) have heard    (D) had heard 

(   )32. (A) know   (B) knowing  (C) to know    (D) be known 

(   )33. (A) With   (B) By   (C) Because  (D) As 

(   )34. (A) tall   (B) long   (C) silm    (D) thick 

(   )35. (A) than   (B) by    (C) since   (D) for 

(   )36. (A) check  (B) checking  (C) to check  (D) be checked 

 

(二)    Has a butterfly ever rested on your hand?  If it   37.  , that means something wonderful will happen to you.  The butterfly   

  38.    not only in art works but also as a *symbol of love in Chinese culture.  And “butterflies in the stomach” means being  

nervous. 

        The ladybird is also known as “ladybug” or “ladybeetle.”  It is a small insect,   39.    can be yellow, orange, or red, with  

small black *spots on its wings.  It’s said   40.    if you want to know     41.   , you can simply count the spots on its 

wings.  In some countries, one can even make a wish   42.    true by blowing it away.   

          People see the *dragonfly   43.   many different ways.  The dragonfly has been seen as something *evil in Europe.   

       However, the Japanese believe that it is a symbol of *courage, *strength, and happiness. 

 

    *symbol  象徵   *spot  斑點   *dragonfly  蜻蜓   *evil  邪惡的    *courage  勇氣  *strength  力量 

 

(   )37. (A) is   (B) has   (C) will have   (D) has been 

(   )38. (A) uses   (B) used   (C) is used   (D) has used 

(   )39. (A) who   (B) which   (C) that   (D) what 

(   )40. (A) who   (B) which   (C) that   (D) what 

(   )41. (A) how old is the ladybird   (B) how old the ladybird is   (C) how old does the ladybird   (D) how old the ladybird does  

(   )42. (A) come  (B) to come  (C) coming  (D) has come 

(   )43. (A) on  (B) to  (C) at   (D) in 

 

 

 

 

 



(三)   “Lyk”, do you understand this *term?  If you don’t, you’re not alone.  Many parents do or would not understand their son or  

daughter’s text messages if they read them. 

              The reason why is because most teenagers use special *codes and short *forms to *communicate with one another through  

text.  This is not a problem until these text messages cause harmful and dangerous *consequences . 

        Many parents want to know what their children are texting about but they are unable to understand the messages.  In 2005 a  

*software engineer, Ryan Jones, started a website called noslang.com.  This website helps people understand what text codes and  

short forms mean; such as “lyk” means like and “idk” means “I don’t know.” 

 

*term  專門用語   *code  密碼   *form  形式   *communicate  溝通   *consequence  後果   *software  軟體 

 

(   )44. Who usually uses code or short form in text messages? 

(A) Teenagers  (B) Parents   (C) Teachers   (D) Adults 

(   )45. What’s the website noslang.com. about? 

(A) It teaches parents how to send text messages.    (B) It helps people do online shopping.   

(C) It teaches teenagers how to solve their problems with their parents.  (D) It helps people understand test messages. 

(   )46. What does “idk” mean? 

(A) I’d like   (B) I don’t like   (C) I don’t know   (D) I’d know 

(   )47. What does “BTW” probably mean? 

       (A) Bite the worm.  (B) By the way.  (C) Be the woman.  (D) Beat the window. 

 

(四) Tony: What are you doing, Harry? 

    Harry: I’m looking for some information about sharks on the Internet.  I have to hand in my science report this Friday. 

    Tony: What’s the topic of your report? 

    Harry: “Sharks Are in Danger.”  The reason why sharks are *endangered is that people enjoy having *shark fin soup. 

    Tony: What’s so special about shark fin soup? 

    Harry: Shark fin soup has been one of the best dishes on the Chinese dining table for hundreds of years.  The Chinese think that  

having shark fin soup can help them stay young and healthy. 

    Tony: Sharks look pretty scary and dangerous.  I saw sharks attack people in the movie *Jaws. 

    Harry: A study shows that only four of 380 kinds of sharks have attacked humans.  People see them as *man-eating *monsters  

          just because we make them look scary. 

    Tony: Oh, I see.  Then, we have to stop killing them for their fins.   

    Harry: Yes.  We should protect them from *dying out.  After all, they appeared on earth earlier than dinosaurs. 

 

*endangered 瀕臨絕種   *shark fin 魚翅   *Jaws 大白鯊(電影名)   *man-eating 吃人的   *monster 怪獸   *die out  滅絕    

 

(   )48. What’s Harry’s report about? 

(A) Endangered sharks.  (B) Shark fin soup.  (C) Dinosours.  (D) Man-eating monsters. 

(   )49. Why does Tony think sharks look scary and dangerous? 

(A) He had been attacked by sharks.   

(B) He saw sharks attack people on the Internet.   

(C) He saw sharks attack people in a movie.   

(D) He saw sharks attack people in peoson. 

(   )50. Which is correct? 

(A) The Chinese kill sharks and eat them because sharks are dangerous. 

(B) Not all kinds of sharks attack humans. 

(C) We should protect dinosours because they are dying out. 

(D) The movie Jaws made dinosours look scary. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

新北市立深坑國民中學 99學年度第二學期第一次段考三年級英語科答案卷 

一、單題測驗：(每題 2 分) 

1.A  2.B  3.B  4.C  5.D 

6.B  7.D  8.C  9.A  10.C 

11.D  12.B  13.B  14.C  15.D 

16.C  17.C  18.B  19.C  20.D 

21.B  22.D  23.A  24.D  25.C 

26.B  27.A  28.B  29.A  30.C 

 

二、題組測驗：(每題 2 分) 

(一) 31.C  32.C  33.A  34.D  35.A   36.C 

(二) 37.B  38.C  39.B  40.C  41.B   42.A    43.D 

(三) 44.C  45.D  46.C  47.B 

(四) 48.A  49.c  50.B 


